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用 VISUAL STUDIO 2010 开发平台，在 C/S 开发模式下采用 VB.NET 的开发语
言及MVC的设计思想进行三层构架设计，使系统具有良好的可维护性和扩展性。






























The twenty-first Century is the era of information technology. With the progress 
of science and technology, to establish an informanization and digitalized campus has 
become an important trend in the campus. Many schools in China are also actively 
promoting the strategic reform for education in 21
st
 century. How to improve the work 
efficiency and quality with informanization means and tools is the topic which needs 
to be urgently solved of the educational reform in vast schools. With the development 
and improvement of the network hardware facilities in campus, the computer network 
system can be applied to service the management of the various departments in the 
school. This thesis studies a charging management system for students, which enables 
the financial department of the school to charge fees and is very significant to 
improve the charging management level and the work efficiency. 
This system mainly researches and analyzes the situation of charging 
management of a school. By conducting the demand analysis and function design for 
the system according to the idea of software design, the functions of the foreground 
charging management, the school register management, the basic data management 
the scholarship and grant management, the statistical statements and the system 
management are accomplished. The three-layered framework design of the 
development platform of VISUAL STUDIO 2010, the development language of 
VB.NET under the C/S development mode and the design idea of MVC enables the 
system to have good maintainability and expandability. The database chooses the 
current popular SQL-Server 2008 database management system which establishes 
good data environment for students’ charging management system for its 
characteristics of large storage capacity, fast inquiry, convenient and safe to use. 
This dissertation first briefly introduces the development background and 
significance of the students’ charging management system and analyzes the research 
situation at home and abroad and the feasibility study was carried out according to 
















design for the functional requirements of the system so as to achieve the functions of 
the foreground charging management, the student management, the basic data 
management and so on. The design of the system is introduced in detail by using a 
working prototype diagram and flow chart of the business and meanwhile the 
realization of the system function are illustrated by using some codes. This system can 
be run on the operating system of Windows XP and Win 7 and has passed the lab 
testing and runs properly. 
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2.1 C/S 结构 
C/S（Client/Server）是一种网络架构，又叫主从式架构。它由 Client 端（客




构如图 2-1 所示。 
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